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A theoreticalmethodwhichcan b• usedto calculatethe pressurefield patternsof pulsed,focused,ultrasonic
radiatorsin attenuatingand nonattenuatingmedia is discussedin this paper. The underlyingprinciple

involvedis thesuperposition
of continuous
wavebeamsto formpressure
pulses.
The methodisadaptedto the
circumstances
associated
with usinga hydrophoneto measurefield patterns.Experimentallyobtained
hydrophone
signals
arethencomparedto theoreticalpredictions.
The fieldpatternsof fourtransducer-pulser
combinations
areinvestigated.
A mediumwith tissue-mimicking
acoustical
properties
is usedto attenuatethe

ultrasonic
beamin thesestudies.
Thd theorycompares
favorably
with experiment
whetheran attenuating
mediumispresentor not.However,thetheoryfailsat positions
verycloseto thetransducer
face(• 1 cm}and
whensignificant
nonlineareffectsoccurduringthetransmission
of thepulsethroughthemedium.This work
may havesignificantapplications
in researchdevotedto designingultrasonictransducers
for particular
studies,determiningdoseprofilesof medicalultrasonicmachines,and analyzingthe ultrasonicsignals
backscatteredfrom within patients.

PACS numbers:43.20.Rz, 43.20.Px,43.35.Yb, 43.20.Hq

INTRODUCTION

was publishedby Weight and Hayman.•

Presently, the majority of the radiators or transducers that are employed in medical diagnostic ultrasound are focused and operated in the pulsed mode.

The ability to predict, theoretically, the field patterns
of the beams emitted by such transducers is of fundamental importance in many areas of medical ultrasound
research. Field pattern information can be used to aid
in the design of pulser-transducer
combinations for
imaging specific organs within the human body. Accurate predictions of the average and temporal peak intensities

in the beam

are

valuable

in dosimetric

This was for

the case of a pulsed, nonfocused transducer operating

and

bioeffects studies. In addition, the ability to predict
the pressure waveforms at different positions within
the beam may be useful in the development of ultrason-

ic signal analysis schemes.• The most relevant situation associated with the above applications is that of a
pulsed, focused transducer transmitting into an attenuating medium closely simulating soft tissue. While
the pressure field patterns of pulsed, nonfocused transducers in nonattenuating media have been the subject of

in a nonattenuating medium. The experimental pulse in
their study was created to match the theoretical simulation, and only on-axis field patterns were compared.
Although simulations such as those described above
yield valuable information about ultrasonic beams, the
pressure fields in actual clinical situations, that is, in
attenuating media with real pulses, may have significantly different characteristics.

Superposition theory yielding pressure field patterns
of pulsed, focused radiators in attenuating and nonattenuating media was outlined in a companion article?
In this paper, this theory is applied to calculate the
signals which a hydrophone pressure receiver should
output when it is placed at any position within the ultrasonic field of a pulsed, focused transducer. An experimental signal recorded by the hydrophone at one position in the beam of the transducer

is introduced in•o

the theory to predict the signals at other hydrophone

many theoretical investigations,2-•8the literature is al-

positions.

most void of theoretical articles about these patterns

for pulsed,focusedradiators.'9 To our knowledge,no

those observed experimentally when a nonattenuating
medium is present between the transducer and the hy-

theoretical descriptions have been published for such
patterns in attenuating media.

drophone, and when a slab of tissue-mimicking, attenuating material with knownacoustical properties, in

In order to learn about the general characteristics

of

ultrasonic beams, simulated pulses were commonly
introduced into the theoretical

models for the pressure

field patterns in nonattenuating media. For example,
in their models for pulsed, nonfocused radiators in

nonattenuatingmedia, Bardsley and ChristensenTMemployed exponentially dampedsinusoidalpulses, Weyns•7
employed sine-modulated Gaussian pulses, and Weight

and Hayraan,x• Robinson,TMand Beaver•s employedhalf
sine wave monopuises. Furthermore, WeynsTMemployed sine-modulated Gaussian pulses in his model
for a pulsed, focused radiator in nonattenuating media.
The only comparison between theory and experiment
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The theoretical

signals are compared with

the form of a phantom, displaces some of the nonattenuating medium between the transducer and the hydrophone. Two medical, focused, ultrasonic transducers
are studied for the cases in which they are driven by a '
clinical pulser and a laboratory model pulser.

The very important fact that theory and experiment
are compared throughout this work allows subtle aspects as well as limitations of the theoretical model to

be studied. The consequences
of employingvarious
frequency dependencyrelations for the speed of sound
in the theory are investigated. Also, the influences of
nonlinear: effects in the transmission

medium and the

theoretical prediction of "edge waves,,•'• are explored.
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I. IMPLEMENTATION

through an attenuating material

OF THE THEORY

can be introduced into

thetheoryvia thecomplex
wavenumber
k

A. Thepulsedprmsure
fieldin attenuating
and
nonattenuatingmedia

+ ir,(w), where w is the angular frequency, c(w) is the

The transducer of interest may be described as a
concave, dome-shaped portion of a spherical radiator.
The radiating element is modeledas a set of equivalent

= (-1) t/: anda(w)is theattenuation
coefficient
as a

monopole sources uniformly distributed over the face

c. Introducing the complex wavenumber into the single
integral for the cw pressure distribution, the pressure
amplitude at field point r as a function of w becomes

of the radiator.
in phase.

speed of soundas a function of angular frequency,

These sources are assumed to vibrate

The continuouswave (cw) pressure distribution of
such a radiator may be approximated by the Rayleigh
functionwhich is in the form of an integral over the
area of the transducer face. :t This involves the evalu-

ation of a double integral. An equivalent single integral
expression for the cw pressure distribution was

rived in a companionarticle. 2ø It was also shownin
that article that the attenuating and dispersive effects
associated

with transmission

of the ultrasonic

beam

function of angular frequency. When a{w) is negligible

for all w, kereducesto its unattenuated
value(k) of

•rkc
S '(ik•
P(r,
co)
=-PuøcoA
f;'B(r')e•}e/
dr'
+F)' (1)
where

C'= 42+ s2+24scos(u+½)],/2,
D'= [42+S2+2Ascos(&,-½)]
z/2,
-zlh + ½4:-az)'/: - (r': + s: -A :/2s)cosO•

•(r')=cos[ (sin
½/2s)[4s:r':
- (r':+s:-A2)21
'• ]'

F•0,
for
[x/h
I
•a/A
(region
2),
•rlhl .
hs
. • s2+

2Ascos
,-1'•-

, forI•l <•<ro•o•,,

I

anda = projected transducer radius, A = radius of

9(Uo/•)term in this equationequalto 1. To calculate

curvatureof transducer,r = (x,•), h = z -A, s = (x•

the pressure as a function of time at the field point for
a pulsed transducer, each continuouswave beam,

+ h:)t/:, ½= tan't(x/h),•= sin't(a/A),p= density
ofthe
medium through which the pressure wave travels• and
% is the velocity amplitude at the surface of the radiator. The coordinates and the regions for F are displayed in Fig. 1. The pressure field is assumed to be

cylindrically symmetric about the z axis. As is indicated in Eq. (1), a single integral is still applicable in
the attenuated

Ps(r,co)e
-t•, mustbeweightedby a corresponding
complexamplitudeAo(co)specific to the particular
pulse, and the results superimposed. This may be expressed as

p(r,t) = Re

P•(r,co)Ao(co)e"•dco
,

(2)

case.

The pressure pulse emitted by an ultrasonic transducer may be expressed as a linear superposition of
continuous wave beams varying sinusoidally in time.
A complete set of continuous wave beams at a field

point r can be represented mathematically by the set of

terms Ps(r, w)e-•wtfor all co, 0 • co< •. Here, the
Pu(r, co)are normalized versions of the P(r, co)in Eq.
(1). They can, for example, be obtainedby settingthe

where Re denotes "real part of."

Equivalently,

we can write

p(r,
t):f: Pu(r,
co)A
o(co)e
"•'rico,

(3)

where the P•'s andAo's for negativefrequenciesare
given by

Ps(r, -o?)A
o(-co)
=P•(r, +co)A
o*(+
co)
(* denotescomplexconjugation).
Also, a factorof 1/2
has beenabsorbedin theAo(co)term'in Eq. (3).
B. Hydrophone response

Experimental determinations of the field patterns of
ultrasonic transducers are commonly made using mini-

ature pressure receivers such as hydrophones. Application of the theory to the case of a hydrophone receiver necessitates several adaptations. Both the finite
size of the pressure-sensitive

element of the hydro-

phone and the voltage nature of the output signal of the

hydrophonemust be considered.
FIG. l. Diagram depicting.the regions,- coordinates. and
some of the parameters associated with Eq. (1). Note -A•< h

We model the hydrophone as a circular,
ton receiver
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with zero time delay transient

planar, pisresponse.
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It shouldbe emphasized that the nonzero diameter of
the receiving element means that the hydrophonere-

be compared.The theoreticalforce signalf(re, t) is
calculated by using the equation

sponse to a pulse is, at best, proportional to the net

force on this receiving element as a function of time,
and this is true only if the input force to output voltage
transfer function of the hydrophoneis frequency inde-

pendent. Also, the instantaneouspressure in different
regions of the receiving element can vary considerably;
thus, even for a frequency independenttransfer function, the instantaneousnet force is not in general proportional to the pressure at some reference point such
as the center of the hydrophone receiving element.
The effect of the nonzero size of the hydrophone is accounted for in our model by partitioning the (modeled)
receiving element into annular rings or segments
thereof, and numerically integrating the instantaneous
pressure

over the receiver

area.

The force-to-voltage transfer function of the hydrophoneis generally at least a slowly varying function of

frequency;hence, in the pulsedwave case, there is no
simple proportionaiRybetweenthe hydrophoneoutput
voltage signal and the instantaneousnet force on the hydrophoneface. Rather, they are related as follows:

s(re,
t)=

co)o(O)r(co)e-,
yco (4)

or

s(re,
t)= FN(re,
w)H(co)e'i•tdco
,

f(r•,
t)=f: F(rc,co)
H(co)
e-,•t
y/co.
The experimental force signal is obtainedby calculating
the Fourier transform, S(re,co),of the experimental
voltagesignal, s(r•, t), andinsertingit into the equation

t) _S(r,
T(w•)e-•tdw.

(7)

C. Particularexperimentalconsiderations

1. Geometryof the attenuatingmedium
The arrangement that was used to obtain the experimental data reported in this paper is shown in Fig. 2.

A hydrophonewas employedto respondto the pressure
field. The attenuating media were in the form of cylindrical phantoms occupying only part of the region between the hydrophone and the transducer face. To account for this shape influence, effective speeds of sound
and attenuation coefficients were computed and introduced into the theory. The pertinent parameters for the

effectivevalue calculationsare depictedin Fig. 2. z e
and x• are, respectively, the axial and lateral positions
of the center of the hydrophone face and D is the thickness of the cylindrical phantom, the flat parallel end
faces of the cylinder being vertical and perpendicular
to the figure. The length of the straight line between
the center

of the transducer

face and the center

of the

where s(rc, t)---voltagesignalas a functionof time t

hydrophone face is chosen as an effective pathlength.

when the center of the hydrophonereceiving element is
positionedat field point r e.

The effective

Fs(r
e,co)
=f•,

dl'o•home f ace

Ps(r
,co)
dA
'

attenuation

coefficient

is defined to be

%½0)=-a(oo)(D/%),

(8)

where a(co) is the (measured) attenuation coefficient of
the phantom material.

= net force on the hydrophoneface.

The PN(r,co)are obtainedfrom Eq. (1), anddA' = area
elementonthehydrophone
face. Ao(co)dco
• complexamplitude of the cospectral componentof the pressure
pulse. 7'(co)•- force-to-voltage transfer functionof the
hydrophone,and//(co)-=Ao(co)T(co
).
In order to use Eq. {4) to calculatetheoreticalvoltage
signals, the hydrophone modified spectral content of

The effective speed of sound is defined to be

cdco)
= [(ze
- D/cos
O)/Co]
+[(V/cos
O)/c(co)]
' (9)
where co is the (measured)speedof soundin the alcohol-water mixture in which the transducer, hydrophone, and phantom are submerged and c(co)is the
(measured) speedof soundof the phantommaterial.

the pulse, //(co), mustfirst be determined. A technique
that canbe usedto determinethe//(co) involvesplacing
the hydrophone at any position within the ultrasonic

beam, obtaining
a referencesignal$ref(re,t), andthen
solvingthe inverse Fourier transform counterpartof

TRANSDUCER
•/
HYDROP

Eq. (4) for the//(co). That is,

//(co)
= 1 •s,•.,
(re,
t)e•t
dt)/F•(re,
co). (5)
It is importantto realize that oncetheH(co)are known,
theoretical hydrophoneoutputvoltage signals can be
calculated for any hydrophoneposition within the beam

of the pulsed,focusedtransducerby usingEq. (4).
Also, if in additionto theH(w), theforce-to-voltage
transfer function,T(co),of the hydrophone
is known
(e.g., as a result of calibrated force balancemeasurements),theoreticalandexperimentalforce signalscan
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PHANTOM

FIG. 2. A typical off-axis situation analyzed in the experi•

mentalstudiesof this paper. (x,, ze) is the centerof the receiving element of the hydrophone. Parameters in this figure
are employedin the effective attenuationcoefficientand speed
of sound calculations.
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Values obtainedwith theseexpressionsare goodapproximationsto thosethat wouldbe obtainedalong

transducers. The second delivered a current pulse to
the transducers and was part of a Unirad Sohograph II

paths between area elements on the transducer face and

commercial

the center of the hydrophoneface, and the expressions

about eight years old. Hereafter, the Panametrics and
Unirad pulsers will be referred to as pulsers "P" and
"U," respectively. The hydrophone that was used was
a Raytheon PVF2 polymer prototype with an active

simplify calculations considerably.

2. Discretesampling
The majority of the equationsin the hydrophoneresponsesection of this paper (Sec. IB) are in the form of
Fourier transforms. In the experiment that was performed, individual hydrophoneoutputsignals were discretely sampledand digitized. As a consequence,the
above-mentionedequationswere evaluated using fast
Fourier transforms. The sampling theorem criter-

iaTM were fulfilled to avoidaliasing effects. That is,
for 1024 samples of the hydrophoneoutput signal, each
separated by 0.01 {•s, the frequency componentsin the

calculationswere each separatedby 1/(1024 x 0.01
X 10'6) Hz.
II. MEASUREMENT

PROCESS

B-scan

instrument.

This

Unirad

unit is

(receiving) element diameter of 1.5 ram. This probe
was specifically

designed for mapping the pressure

fields emitted by ultrasonic transducers.24 Its transient
response compares favorably to that of a laser pellicle

pressure detectionsystem.•-4 The remainder of the
setup consisted of an x-y-z translator which was used
to position the center of the hydrophone face at any
field point within the ultrasonic beam, a Biomation 8100
transient recorder

which digitized with 8-bit resolution

at a 100-MHz rate the signal outputby the hydrophone,

and a Digital EquipmentCorporationPDP 11/34 minicomputer which was programmed to calculate the theoretical signals and display both the theoretical and experimental signals. The x,y,z coordinate directions
are displayed at the bottom of Fig. 3.

A. Setup
The complete experimental setup is depicted in Fig.
3. The 26 x 28 x 5•-cm scanning tank was filled with an
alcohol-distilled water mixture with a speed of sound

within 3 m/s of that of the attenuatingmedia in the
phantoms(-15•0 m/s). This minimized refractive effects.

Two Aerotech

medical

ultrasonic

transducers

were employed in the experiments--a 3.5-1VIHz, 19-mm
diam, long internal focus transducer, the same one
that was used in the accompanyingarticle, and a 2.25MHz, 19-mm disre, long internal focus transducer.
Two different pulsers were employed in this study.
One, a Pansmetrics 5052, used an SCR discharge circuit to deliver a fast rise time voltage pulse to the

B. Alignmentof the axes
The transducer-hydrophone system was aligned by
following the procedure outlined below.

(1) The hydrophonereceiving element was positioned

in the alcohol/watermixtureat the approximatecenter
of curvature

of the transducer.

(2) Pulser P was usedto drive the transducer, and
the hydrophone was translated vertically and horizontally to find the x-y position at which its output signal
was

a maximum.

(3) The hydrophonereceiving element was then
moved in the +z direction (see Fig. I or 2) to a new
position approximately 10 cm further from the transmitting transducer.

(4) The hydrophonewas again translated vertically
and horizontally to find the • and y positions of the peak
detected signal.

(5) If either the x values in steps 2 and 4 or the y
values in steps 2 and 4 differed by more than 0.3 mm,
the direction of the transducer was adjusted, and the
entire process was repeated.

When, finally, all •, y position discrepancies were
less than or equal to •-0.3 ram, the •-translation axis
and the transducer beam "center" were aligned to within ß0.2 ø.

C. Positioningof hydrophonefor recordingexperimental
signals
For the recording of the receiver voltage signals, the
hydrophonewas positioned axially by (1) calculating the
transit

FIG. 3. Componentsof the experimental setup. 1 represents

the pulser; 2 the focusedtransducer; 3, the attenuatingmedium
phantom; 4, the x-y-z translator; 5, the hydrophone; 6, the
hydrophonepre-amp power supply; 7, the transient recorder,
8, the minicomputer; and 9, the scanning tank.
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time

in the alcohol-water

mixture

for the de-

sired axial distance, (2) setting the trigger delays on
the Biomation transient recorder to correspond to this

transit time, and (3) translating the hydrophoneon-axis
to the position at which the front of the voltage signal
output by the hydrophone and digitized by the transient
Goodsliteral.: Pulsed,focusedradiators
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recorder was displayed at the beginning of the transient

2.25-M]-Iz transducer to be 13.7 •0.1 cm. The project-

recorder D/A output. Axial positionsdeterminedin

ed radius

this manner

positioning of the hydrophone was accomplished by using the scales on the x-y-z translator.
The errors

perimentally by finding the polar angie 8 at which the
first zero of the directivity function approximation output by the hydrophone occurred. When this value and

associated with the lateral positions were approximate-

the wavenumber

ly •0.1 min.

serted into the equation for the first zero of J•, the so-

D. Tissue-mimicking
materials
anddetailsof phantom

k sin 0). For the 3.5-MHz transducer, a was foundto

structure

be 9.4 ram, and for the 2.25-MHz transducer, a was

were

accurate

to within

•0.3

min.

Lateral

of each transducer

was also determined

k of the continuous

wave

burst

were

in-

lutionfor the projectedradiuswas obtained(a = 3.83/

The phantoms used were lucite cylinders filled with

tissue-mimicking (TM) material. 2s The inner diameter
of the cylinders was 7.6 cm, and the ends were covered

with 10 • thick saranwrap. Thusthe TM material was
separated at both ends from the alcohol-water

solution

by thin (10 • thick) transmission windows. The TM
material consists of gelatin in which microscopic
graphite particles are suspended. These particles determine

the attenuation

characteristics.

The frequency dependent speed of sound and attenuation coefficient of the TM phantom material were measured at nine frequencies between 0.7 and 12 MHz us-

ing a substitutiontechnique.
24 Applyingregression
routines to the attenuationdata resulted in the following
relationship:

a(f) = (1.32 dB/cm/MHz)f
+ 0.00145 dB cm'• MI-Iz-S'?f3-v.

(10)

Using Eq. (10) and the applicationof the KramersKronig relationship to ultrasound,2sa frequency-de-

found to be 9.14

min.

The transducer

manufacturer

quotes a value of 9.5 mm for both transducers. The
discrepancies may be due to apodization; that is, due
to the fact that the transducers'

active

elements

were

constrained at their outer edges.
III.

RESULTS

This section is devoted to a comparison between theoretics1 and experimental hydrophone waveforms.
The
influences of field position in the ultrasonic beam, at-

tenuating conditiofis, and spectral content of the pulses
are investigated.

Before proceeding with the theoretical and experimental comparisons, some specific information related
to these comparisons should be discussed. First, theoretical predictions of hydrophone voltage signals
rather than force signals were compared to their experimental counterparts. This resulted in an adequate
test of the model without the necessity of acquiring accurate measurements

of the force-to-voltage

transfer

pendent speed of sound was derived. For frequencies
greater than 2 MHz, the measured speed of sound data
deviated from that calculated using the Kramers-Kronig relation. Following is a polynomial fit to this measured

data:

c(f)= (1570.27+ 1.456MHz-•f-0.136 MHz•f2)m/s.
E. Determination

(11)

of A and a

Asis apparent
fromEq.(1), thetheory
requires
a
knowledgeof two-dimensional characteristics of the
transducer: the radius of curvature, A, and the projected radius, a. The radius of curvature of each transducer was experimentally determined in the same man-

ner as in the companionarticle. •ø The method is
baseduponO'Neil's theoretical result2• that the relative
pressure in the focal plane at angle 0 from the axis is,
to a very good approximation, given by the directivity

function2J•(/•asin 0)//•a sin 8, whereJ• is a Bessel
function of the first kind, and/• and • are as previously
defined.

It follows

transducer

that

the center

could be determined

of curvature

of the

by finding the axial

distance at which, for gated bursts of continuous wave
excitation-of the transducer, the closest approximation
to the shape of the absolute value of a directivity func-

tion is output by the hydrophone(peak-to-peak voltage)

FREQUENCY
(MH•I

TIl••25,•h:iv)

FIG. 4. 2.25-MHz transducer-pulserP results at z½=8
era. (a) tleference signal outputby the hydrophonewhenthe

center of its active eleraentwas positionedin the H20/alcohol
mixture (unattenuated),on-axis (z•- 0 ram, y•= 0 ram) at z½
= 8 era. (b) Normalized modulus of the hydrophone modified
spectral content of the pulse. The H(•) are used in the calcu-

lationsto predict•hetheoreticalsignals. (e) Comparison
be-.
tween theory (solid line) and experiment (broken line) for the
signal obtained when the center of the hydrophoneactive ele-

ment was positionedon-axis at z½=8 em and a 5 em thick
phantoraof I. 32•dB/cra/MHz attenuatingmaterial was placed

as it is translated laterally in the unattenuated beam.
The radius of curvature would then be equal to this axial distance. Using this method at a cw frequency of

between the transducer and the hydrophone face.

2.46 MHz, the radius of curvature of the 3.5-MHz

rms experimentalsignalvoltageis (Vrme theoryto exp. ratio)

transducer

1. 086.
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was found to be 11:0,0.1

cm and that of the
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The ratio

of the peak-to-peak theoretical signal voltage to the peak-to-

peakexperimentalsignalvoltageis (V• theoryto exp. ratio)
1.06.

The ratio of the rras theoretical signal voltage to the
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FIG. 5, 2.25-MHztransducer-pulser
"" resultsat %= 5'.2
cm. Theory=solid line, experiment=broken line. (a) On-axis, unattenuated; (b) on-axis, attenuatedwith a 5 cm thick

phantom(1.32 dB/cm/MHz); (c) off-axis (xc=4 ram, y½=0 ram,
%= 5.2 cm), unattenuated,
and(d)off-axis(x½=
4 ram,y•= 0 ram,

%=5.2 era),attenuated
with5 cmthickphantom
(1.32dB/cm/

o

2

4

6

FREQUENCY(MHz)

8

TIME(0.5,/ua/dlv)

FIG. 7, 2.25-MHz transducer-pulserU results at %= 8 cm.
(a) Referencesignal--unattenuated,recordedon-axis at z:
= 8 cm; (b) IH(w)Iversusfrequencyfor thereferencesignal. The
correspondingH(w) are used to calculate the theoretical 2.25MHz transducer-pulser U signals. (c) Theory (solid line) ver-

(a), (b), (c), and (d), respecttvely, Vr• theory to exD.ratio

sus experiment(brokenline) on-axis at %= 8 cm with 5 cm
thick phantom(1.32 dB/cm/MHz) betweenthe transducerand

=1.016,
tively.

exp. ratio= 1. 084.

MHz). Vmtheoryto exp. ratio=l.143, 1.122, 0.910, 1.043 in
1.142, 0.960, 1.060 in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respec-

function of the hydrophone at all of the frequencies as-

hydrophone.
V• theoryto exp. ratio=1. 067. Vrma theoryto

region (regionof peakpressureamplitude)or at the

sociated with the pulse. Second, related to the fact that

center of curvature of the transducer was chosen. Best

the receiver characteristics

agreementbetweentheory and experimentresulted

were not precisely known

(i.e., the hydrophonewas likely not simply a flat circular piston of zero responsetime and knownradius), it
was asstuned that the best experimental determination
of the hydrophone modified spectral content of the

when the H(w) was determined from reference signals

outputby the hydrophone
whenit was placedin the focal
region of the transducer. Finally, the reader is re-

pulse, H(w), could be obtained if the hydrophoneposi-

minded that the theoretical signals were obtained by numerical integration over the hydrophoneface.. In doing

tion were chosen so as to minimize the effects of phase
variation across its face. Either a position in the focal.

this integration, the hydrophoneface was dividedinto
four area segments. A precision checkusingeight

400]

4
TIME(0.25,•)

(b)

FREQUENCY(Mill)

-2ool ,

,• ,
TIME (0.5jus/div)

TIME

'i-:r'"
,V.........

40

-ZO

TIME(0.25•us,•iv)

'801 , , V, .....
TIME(0.5,•us/div
)

FIG. 6. 2.25-MHz transducer-pulserP results at %= 13.7

•ME {Q5•/div)

cm. Theory=solidline, experiment=broken
line. (a)

FIG. 8. 2.25-MHz transducer-pulserU results at %= 5.2

axis, unattenuated; (b) modali of the Fourier transforms of
the experimental and theoretical signals in (a); (c) on-axis,
attenuated with 5 cm think phantom (1.32 dB/cm/MHz); and

cm. Theory=solid line, experiment=broken
line. (a) On-axis, unattenuated;
(b) on-axis, attenuated
with 5 cm of 1.32

dB/em/MHz;(c)off-axis(Xc=4ram. •c= 0 ram,%= 5.2 cm),

tively. Vrms theoryto exp. ratio= 1. 019, 1. 060, 1. 267 in (a),

unattenuated;
and(d) off-axis (xc=4 ram, y•= 0 ram, z½=5.2
era), attenuated
with 5 cm of 1.32 dB/cm/MHz. V• theoryto
exp. ratio= 1.102, 1.267, 0.877, and1.041 in (a), (b), (c),
and(d), respectively. Vrm
s theoryto exp.ratio= 1. 073, 1. 255,

(c), and (d), respectively.

0. 961, and 1. 103 in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively.

(d) off-axis (%= 5 mm, y½=0 ram, zc=13.7 cm), attenuated

with5 cmthickphantom
(1.32 dB/cm/MHz). V• theoryto
exp. ratio: 1.180, 1.038, 1.189 in (a), (c), and (d), respec-
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so

segTnents ihcreased the computer time from 12 to 24

rain per siKnaldeterminationand had less than a 1%ef-

•

4o

fect on the signal amplitude and no discernible effect on
the signal shape.
A. The 2.25-MHz

-4o!

transducer

Reference signals, the toodull of the complexH(o•)
function, {H(•o){, and overlay plots of the theoretical
and experimental signals for the 2.25-MHz transducer
and pulsers P and U are shown in Figs. 4-6 and 7-10,
respectively. For the overlay plots in these and future
figures in this paper, the theory is represented by a
solid line and the experiment by a broken line.

20:

Concentratingfirst on the reference signals [Figs.

4(a)and7(a){andthemoduliof.theH(w) [Figs.4(b)and

'TIM'E
(05.•s/di•)

7(b)j, it is seenthat the signal shapesand {H(•o){for
the two pulsers differ considerably.

When pulser P

FIG. 10.

2.25-MHz

transducer-pulser

U results off-axis at

was used, the peak of IH(w) l occurred at 2.25 MHz.
When pulser U was used, the peak in IH(00){ occurred

zc= 18 cra. Theory= solid line, experiment-brokenline. (a)

at 1.76 MHz.

uatedwith 5 crnof 1.32 dB/cm/MHz (•½-7 nlra, y½-0 ram,
z•- 18 cra). V• theoryto exp. ratio= 1. 066 and1.155 in (a)
and(b), respectively. Vma
• theoryto exp. ratio= 1. 076 and

It should be emp.hasized that although the

signals in Figs. 4(a) and 7(a) exhibit some similarity to
the simulated pulses employed by other investiga-

tors]?-L9(dampedsinusoldsand sinusoldswith Gaussian
envelopes), the actual signal voltages cannotbe fully
characterized by such simple functions. The actual
pressure signals corresponding to these voltage signals

might more closely resemble the simulated functions,
but it is again unlikely they could be fully characterized
by the simulations. Finally, an additional property of
the reference signals is demonstrated in Fig. 7(a). The
theory and experiment are forced into agreement in the
reference signal case.

In general, it is' seen in Figs. 4-10 that for all cases
studied, the theory and experiment are in very good
agreement. This is true for various positions of the
hydrophone including on- and off-axis and for both attennated and nonattenuated pulses. Perhaps the great-

Unattenuated•½-7 rara, y•-0 tara, z½-18 cm); and (b) atten-

1.166 in (a) and (b), respectively.

est shape disagreement occurs for the unattenuated
cases at or near the center

of curvature

of the trans-

ducer. It appears that the theoretical signals have
more high-frequency structure than the experimental

signals. This is confirmed in Fig. 6(b) where the toodull of the Fourier

transforms

of the theoretical

and ex-

perimental signalsare plotted. The moduliare nearly
identical except in the 5.3- to 6.6-MHz frequency range
where the theoretical modulus is greater than the ex-

perimental. Evidently, the H(0•) that were obtained
from the signals recorded in the focal region (8 cm) of
the transducer had too much high-frequency content.
This may be due to the fact that the hydrophone does
not behave as the fiat piston receiver that was assumed.
It is {nteresting to note that if the signal recorded at
the center

of curvature

of the transducer

is used to cal-

culate the H(0•) for the theoretical signals, the high-

frequency structure is not seen in an.yof the newly calculated theoretical signals, but, other than for the unattenuated signal at the center of curvature (the default

reference signal case), the new theoretic.alresults dis- T•E (0.5 •)

agree more with experiment. This is true for both
pulsers and both transducers. It could be concluded
that a better representation of the spectral content of
the pulse is obtained from reference signals recorded
in the focal region rather than at the center of curvature

of the transducer.

B. The 3.5-MHz transducer
TI•E (0 5•ue/div)

TiME •o.5•)

FIG. 9. 2.25-/•lHz transducer-pulserU results at z½=13.7
cm. Theory - solid line, experiment:= broken line. (a) Onaxis, unattenuated; lb) on-axis, attenuated with õ cm of 1.32

dB/cm/MHz; and(c) off-axis (x•- 5 ram, 2•- 0 ram, z½-13.7

cm),attenuated
with5 craof1.32dB/cra/MHz.V• theory
to
exp. ratio-l.379,

1.017, and 1.258 in (a), (b), and (c), re-

sp•ctively. $'m,,theoyy to exp. ratio-0.954,

1.030, and

1. 267 in (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
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Reference signals, the toodull of the hydrophone modified spectral content of these sigr•ls, and overlay
profs of the theoreticat and experimental signals for the
3.5-MH•. transducer and pulsers P and U ;we displayed

in Figs. 11-.13and 14 and 15. The pulserU caseis of
particular interest because of the unusual shape of the
signal observed in the focal region of the unattenuated

beam [Fig. 14(a)]. The modulusof the H(•o) correspondGoedsitt
etat: Pulsed,
focused
radiators
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TIME (0.2•s/dlv}
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•

-1o-20.

TIMK

TIMœ(O.Zm/dr)

FIG. 11. 3.5-MHz transducer-pulserP results at z½--8.5 cm. Theory=solid line, experiment=broken line. (a)Herer-

eneesignal•t•nattenuated,
on-axis;(13)[H(•o)[ versusfrequency;
(c)on-axis,attenuated
with2.52 cmof 1.32dB/cm/
MHz; (d) on-axis, attenuatedwith 5 cm of 1.32 dB/cm/MHz,

and{e)off-axis(xe=3ram, yc= 0 rara,zc=8.5 era)unattenuat-

ed. V• theorytoexp.ratio=0.953,0.968,and1.276in
{d), and{e), respectively. Vr,m theoryto exp.ratio= 0. 989,
1. 047, 1. 272 in (c), {d), and (e), respectively.

TIME (02 ,alum/ally)

FIG. 13. 3.5-MHz transducer-pulserP results at ze= 10.8

era. Theory=solid line, experiment--broken
line. (a) Onaxis, unattenuated;
(b) on-axis, attenuated
with2.52 eraof
1.32 dB/cra/MHz; and (c) off-axis (xc=2 ram, ye--0 ram, ze

= 10.8 era, attenuated
with2.52 eraof 1.32 dB/cra/MHz.

V•ptheory
toexp.ratio=
1.194,1.065,and0.955in(a),{b),
and {c), reiipectively. Vrm
• theory to exp. ratio= 1. 140,
1.076, and ].004 in (a), (b), and (c), respectively.

ing to this signal is characterized by two peaks, one at
1.8'• MHz and a second at 3.6 MHz.

The unusual shape

of thesignalis mostprobably
dueto themannerin
which the 3.5-MHz transducer responds to the excitation current pulse emitted by pulser U. However, the
transient response characteristics of the hydrophone,

in particular, its ring downor dampingcharacteristics,
must have played an important role in determining the
signal shape. Despite the extraordinary qualities of the

signal, excellent agreement betweentheory and experiment was obtained

30:

studied.

Two sets of comparisons in Figs. 14 and 15 deserve
comment. In Figs. 14(d) and (e), two off-axis experimental signals are compared to the same theoretical
signal. The experimental signals were recorded under
similar conditionsexcept,for one of the.signals,the
center of the hydrophonewas placedat x = 3 mm, y= 0

• 10:

i ø
•

for all situations

-IO

-20
-•o

11ME(0.2As/div)

ram, z = 8.5 cm; andfor the other signal, the center of
the hydrophonewas placed at x= -3 mm, y= 0 ram, •
= 8.5 cm. Ideally, the axial symmetry of the beam
would result in the experimental signals being identical.

Figures 14(d) and (e) demonstrate that there are some
positioning errors or asymmetries in the ultrasonic
beam associated with the experiment.

Althoughthe beam hardeningor preferential loss of
TIME (02 As/div)

FIG. 12. 3.5-MHz transducer-pulser P results at ze= 3 era.
Theory=solid line, experiraent=broken line. (a) On-axis, un-

attenuated,(b) on-axis, attenuatedwith 2.52 cm of 1.32 dB/

cra/MHz. Vmtheoryto exp.ratio=1. 015and0.907in {a)and
0u), respectively. Vm• theory to exp. ratio= 0.9?6 and l. 085
in (a) and (b), respectively.
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high-frequency content that results from passage
through.the TM attenuating media is perceptible in many
of the signals, it is particularly evident in a compari-

son of Figs. 15(a), (b), and (c). Here signals obtained
at the samehydrophone
position, but with 0, 2•52, and
5 cm of attenuating media between the hydrophone and
transducer face, are displayed. Experiment and theory
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To avoid nonlinear

effects in the water-alcohol

mix-

ture when pulser P was used to excite the 3.5-MHz
transducer, the pulser had to be set to emit its lowest
energy pulses. Such a measure was not necessarywith either transducer for pulser U or with the 2.25'MHz transducer for pulser P because the spectral distributions of the resulting pressure waves were more

weighted toward the low frequencies. As shownin Figs.
11-13, the low energy 3.5-MHz transducer-pulser P
signals were of a much more regular shape than the

3.5-MHz transducer-pulser U signals, and the IH(co)l
of the former was also of a more usual shape with a

single dominant peak at 3.12 MHz. The model performed quite well. The stairstep-like nature of some
of the experimentally obtained attenuated signals relates to the fact that the signals were so small that only
a firaction oi the full-scale

8-bit resolution

of the tran-

sient recorder was effectively employed in their digitization. The signals in Fig. 12 correspond to a closer

axial positionthan previously examined, 3 cm. A feature of these signals which was not exhibited in the
7'IM•102.•.411•lvl

FIG. 14. 3.5-MHz transducer-pulserU results at ze= 8.5
cm. Theory=solid line, experiment=broken line. (a) Reference signal--on-axis, unattenuated; (b)IH(cO)[ versus frequen-

cy; (e) on-axis, attenuatedwith 5 era of 1.32 dB/era/MHz; (d)
off-axis (xe- 3 ram, ye= 0 mrs, z•= 8.5 era, attenuatedwith

other studies is the nearly 180ø out-of-phase relationship between the final cycles of the theoretical and experimental pulses. It is believed that this incongruity
is due to a characteristic of the hydrophone that was
not modeled. There is a butyl rubber collar on the
front of the hydrophone and it most likely blocked the
reception of some of the beam originating from the

2.52 eraof 1.32 dB/era/MHz,and(e) off-axis(xe--3ram, Yc
= 0 ram, z•- •}.5 era) attenuated
with2.52 era of 1.32 dB/cm/
MHz. l•theor¾ te exp. ratio=0.966, 1.260, and1.017 in

edges of the transducer. A more detailed analysis is

(c), {d), and (e), respectively. Vrm• theory to exp. ratio

IV.

=1.012,

1.225, and 0.976 in (c), (d), and (e), respectively.

are in very good agreement, and the increase in time
between zero crossings in the waveforms that results

from an increase in beam attenuation is clearly depicted.

included in the edge wave section of this paper.
DISCUSSION

As with the 2.25-MHz

transducer

signals,

it is highly

unlikely that the 3.5-MHz transducer signals could be
adequately represented by any of the common simulations. This is especially true in the case of the signals
obtained with pulser U.
It is interesting to note that the theoretical 3.5-MHz

transducer results, in general, agreed better with experiment than the theoretical 2.25-MHz transducer results.

One could conclude

that the 3.5-MHz

transducer

was better characterizedby the modelthat was employed.
•

-I

A. Nonlinear
ß•1• (o 25

effects

It was possible to introduce clear evidence of non-

linear effects generatedin the water/alcohol mixture

4O

when a pulse from pulser P of greater energy than that
discussed
-20

ducer.

above was used to excite

Such effects

were

generated by the 3.5-MHz

the 3.5-MHz

also observed

transducer

trans-

in the beam

when it was

pulsed by a more up-to-date commercial B-scan ultrasound machine.

FIG. 15. 3.5-MHz transducer-pulserU results at ze- 10.8
cm.

Theory- solid line, experiment= broken line.

{a) On-ax-

is, anattenuated; (b)on-axis, 2.52 cm' of 1.32 dB/cra/MHz
attenuation; and (c) on-axis, 5-cm of 1.32 dB/cra/MHz atten-

uation; (d) off-axis (xc=3ram, y•= 0 ram, zc= 10.8 eva), 2.52

eraof 1.32 dB?cra?MHz
attenuation.lzo theoryto exp.ratio
= 1. 202, 0.997 o0.'983, and 1. 040 in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respec-

tively. V•

theory to exp. ratio= 1. 138, 1. 004, 1. 011, and

1. 114 in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively.
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This instrument

is currently

used to

scan patients in a hospital clinic, and the nonlinear effects in the water/alcohol mixture occurred when the
voltage pulser on the unit was set at a level commonly
used in patient examinations. Thus the high energy
pulser P results have clinical relevance.
The unattenuated reference signal recorded by the hy-

drophonein the focal region of the 3.5-MHz transducer
when it was pulsed with a higher amplitude voltage
Goodsittet al.: Pulsed,focusedradiators
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•ince the superpositiontheory for pulsedwaveforms

froma focused
rafiiatorassumes
a linearsystem,it
:.i !I

---•,

•/

I•

::

.......

l,;:,-- -

ment shownin Figs. 16(c) and (d).
If an attenuating phantomis placed betweenthe transducer and the hydrophoneso as to reduce the energy of
the pressure pulse that gives rise to the reference sig-

TIME {0.2•m/dlv)

'rlld•

would be expected to fail for nonlinear signals. This is
evident in the comparisons between theory and experi-

nal, the improvementin agreementbetweenexperiment and theory is dramatic. The results of sucha
study involving the same experimental signals as those
shownin Figs. 16(a), (c), and (d) are shownin Figs.
Ol
o

,

I:•EQUOICY Od•)

ß
4

, .•'7'"-•.
B

12

16

20

6ø1

:,

THEORY;

•4o
t • Ntem.•tdd
Ref
.....
204
0

l'•

16(e), (g), and(h). For this pa•Ucularcase, theH(•)
were obtained from an experimental signal which was

F'RE•3U•NCY(MHz)

.-

"'

outputby the hydrophonewhen it was placed in the-focal region of the transducer, behind a 2.52 cm thick
phantomof attenuatingmedia. The fact that this signal
was attenuated was accounted for in the theoretical

cal-

culalions by assuming phantomthicknesses of 0 and
2.48 cm for the cases in which the experimental signals
'tiME

151

_lO]

had actually been obtainedthrough2.52 and 5 cm thick
phantoms,respectively. Plots of the toodullof the
/• 11'IEORY,
H(•)
for the nonlinearreference signal (• = 8 cm, un[ • .,onuafed
Rebrefic.

....

attenuated) and the attenuated reference signal are

shownin Figs. 16(b) and (f). In the nonlinear case, the
modutus of H(•) in the 6-9-MHz

TIME

T1ME (0.2 •us/dlv)

region is approximate-

ly 17%of the pea!•spectralvalue; whereasin the atrenuareal
case,this modulusis -2•-3• of the peakspectral value. Since ultrasonic transducers a•'e designed

FIG. 16. Nonlinear effects study. 3.5-MRz transducer-pulser
P with high intensity pulses. Theory= solid line, experiment

to have a thickness equal to one-half the wavelengthof

= 10.8 cm) 2.52 cm of 1.32 dB/cm/MHz attenuation; (e) attenuated

their desiredresonantfrequency,29secondharmonics
emitted by such transducers are normally of a negligible magnitude. Nonlinear effects do give rise to the
generationof harmonicsin a pressare waveform;
hence,theywouldbe the suspectedcauseof the 6-9MHz peak in the spectrum of the unattenuatedreference
signal, which correspondsto the secondharmonicof

referencesignal--on-axis,zo- 8.5 cmo 2.52cmof1.32dB/cm/

the 3-4.5-MHz

= brokenline. (a) Referencesignal--unattenuated,on-axis, •o
- 8.5 cm; (b) IH(w) I versus frequency for reference signal in
(a). The correspondingH(o•) are used to calculate the theeret-

ical sign•Is in (c) and (d); (c) theory versusexperiment: os-

axis. zo-3 era. 2.52 cmof 1.32 dB/cm/MHzattenuation;
(d)
theoryversus experiment; off-axis (x•-3 mm. y=-0 ram. z c
MH•.; (f) IH(•) I versus frequency for reference signal in (e):
The corresponding H(•) are used to calculate the theoretical
signals in (g) and (h); (g) theory versus experiment: same
conditions as in (c) but reference signal in (e) is used in the
theory; and (h) theory versus experiment: same conditions
as in (d), but reference signal in (e) is used in the theory.

peak.

In summary, if the experimental signal level is large
enoughthat significant nonlinear effects occur during
transmission of the pulse through the region of space
(volume) investigated, the theory will be in error.

However, in these cases, it is possibleto reducethe
pulse amplitudeusingattenuatingmaterial, producing

spikefrom pulser P is displayedin Fig. 16(a). The

a waveform for which the present theory is applicable.

downwardslope of the secondhalf-cycle of the signal
is much steeper than that of the lower energy signal
shownin Fig. 11(a). This is a characteristic of the dis-

B. The effectsof different dispersionrelations

torted waveform

that can result from nonlinear effects

a.Sdescribed in a recent article by Muir and Carstensen?

The distortion arises from the compressional

phaseof a high intensitywaveform havinggreater speed
than the rarefaction phase. Further evidence of nonlinear effects is obtained when an estimate

of the intensity

The importanceof the frequencydependence
of the
speedof soundor the dispersionrelationsonthe signal
shapewere investigatedby comparingplotsacquired
whendifferent dispersionrelations were input into the
theory. A comparisonbetweentheoryandexperiment
depictingthe effectsof theserelations for the Caseof

of the high energy reference signal is made. Using a

the stgnal obtained on-axis at • = 15 cm after passing

K• valuefor the hydrophone
of 43.8g 10'• V•/•V/cmz

througha 5 cm thick phantomof attenuatingmediafor

(Ref. 28) all= 3.32 MHz (which is the peak value of the

the 3.5-MHz transducer-pulser U combination is shown

modulus of the Fourier

sig-

in Fig. 17. In l•(a), the measured dispersion relation

nal) and letting V equal one-half the peak-to-peak volt-

[Bq. (14)]was inputinto the theory; in 17(b), onlythe
Kramers-Kronig relation was input; andin 17(c), the

transform

of the reference

age (V= 0.64 V), the peak intensity can be estimated to
be 93.5 W/cm z. This is definitely in the nonlinear region as shownin the Muir and Carstensen article.
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speedof soundwasassumed
to be 1570m/s independent
of frequency. As mightbe expected,the theoryagreed
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best with experiment in 17(a). Disagreement between

perimental studies had a rubber collar that extended

theory and experiment

beyond the active element. This collar likely blocked
the reception of the edge waves, especially when the
hydrophone was positioned close to the transducer face.

at the beginning of the signal is

evident in 17(b) and even more so in 17(c). It appears
that a fairly adequate representation of the signal can
be predicted if only the Kramers-Kronig dispersion
relation is employed in the theory. Even for the constant speed of soundcase, the general waveform, peakto-peak and rms values are still in relatively good
agreement with the experiment. However, greater disparity would be expected for cases in which the hydrophone were positioned at a greater distance from the
transducer face and a greater amount of attenuation
were placed in the beam.

C. The existenceof edge waves

Kaspar'yants
2 andKozinaandMakarov• first described pulses emanating from piston radiators in
terms of a plane-wave componentradiated by the whole
transducer plus a diffracted-wave component originat-

ing from the edgeof the transducer. Tupholmes has

As shownin Fig. 12, the experimental signal obtained
on-axis at z = 3 cm does not show any evidence of edge
waves, but the theoretical signal does. The tail end of
the theoretical signal exhibits the results of the merging of the direct and edge waves. This was only observed

in the theoretical

calculations

because

the rub-

ber collar on the hydrophone was not included in the hydrophone model.
Due to the fact that the pressure waves from all

points on the transducer face are in phase at the center
of curvature of the transducer, the signal detected by a
point receiver placed at this position would be expected
to be very similar to that detected by the 0.75-mm radius hydrophone. Therefore the results for a point receiver can be simulated by assuming in the model that

termed these components direct and edge waves. Using
a 150-•m diam omnidirectional hydrophone, Weight

a reference signal obtained with the hydrophone at the
center of curvature was actually obtained with a point

and Hayman•s observed edge and direct waves on axis

receiver. A study of this nature was performed, and

emanatingfrom a pulsedcircular pistontransducer,

the predicted waveforms at various axial positions are

and found that they compared favorably to those predicted using an unpublishedtheoretical expression derived

direct waves are clearly discernible.

by Duck? Suchwaves wouldalso be expectedto eman-

correspondsto the pulse on the left in Fig. 18(a), and

ate from pulsed focused radiators. As discussed previously, the hydrophonethat was employed in our ex-

the edge wave is the inverted replica of the direct wave
which corresponds to the pulse on the right. The time
delay between the two pulses is determined by the difference between the distance from the observation point
to the center

A
40
_,•
• 20

shown
in Fig. 18. At z = 1 cm [Fig. 18(a)],theedgeand

,,

of the transducer

The direct wave

and the distance

from

the observation point to the edge of the transducer.

As

the axial distance of the observation point is increased

• -20

(Fig. 18), the edgepulseandthe direct pulse merge
into one pulse. All of these observations are consistent

with results published by Weight and Hayman•5 and Rob-

TIME(O.?-5)us/div)

-2o
1 .....

v.....

TIME

TIME(0.2õ,us/div)

• 20

-m

,,,
TIME (0.25•us/div)

FIG. 17. Dispersion reIati•

study. 3.5-MHz transducer-

pulserU. On-axis, ze=15 cm, 5 cm of 1.32-dB/cm/MHz
attenuation.

Theory= solid line, experiment= broken line.

(a) Theory--measured
c(w);(b)the•ry--Kramers-Kronig
c(w)
only;and(c)theory--c(w)=
constant
1570m/s. V• theory
to exp. ratio=0.995,

0.951, and 1.047 in (a), (b), and (c), re-

spectively. V•mstheory to exp. ratio= 1.019, 1.018, and
1.018 in (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
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FIG.
18.
Edge wave study (theory). 3,5-MHz transducerpulser P, assumedpoint receiver, miattenuatedsignals. (a)
On-axis, z= 1 cm; (b) on-axis, z= 2 cm; (c) on-axis, •= 3 cm;
(d) on-axis, •= 5 cm, and (e) on-axis, z= 8.5 cm.
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insonet al. '2 In summary,it is possibleto showthat
for the focusedradiator, the pressurepulsesmaybe
described, as in the pistonradiator case, in terms of
direct and edge waves.

V. CONCLUSIONS
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